
CLOUD ARC JABLONET PRO

Professional monitoring 
software without 
worries

Application

3 K
objects are monitored 
within one installation

Up to

MEDIUM-SIZED AND 
SMALLER SECURITY 
AGENCIES



MONITORING CONSOLE

Mainly for operators of ARC. Provides an 
excellent unique interface for handling alarms.

DATA EDIT CONSOLE

Mainly for administrators of ARC. It offers a 
simple definition and management of premises.

Datacentre JABLONET
JABLONET PRO 

MS SQL DB

Control panels JABLOTRON
Universal communicator GC-10

On-line guarding system 
ActiveTrack 

Active Track
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www.jablonetpro.com+420 739 068 866

24/7 
Technical support

Reports and statistics 

Operator is able to work with 
tens of alarms

Video-verification of alarms

Copying of buildings from a template

Division into groups

Import and export of prepared templates

Tailor-made
offer

How does CLOUD ARC JABLONET works?

An ideal solution for monitoring your devices with an external data center, which 
will provide professional maintenance and regular server updates. Easy to operate 
while maintaining all security standards and low operating costs.

Help-desk 
and consultatio

Many video-manuals
available



Datasheet

The Cloud ARC service means the operation of the JABLONET PRO program on 
Jablonet servers. The servers are located in data centers in Prague (main) and 
Ostrava (backup), both in the Czech Republic. Data centers are equipped with 
backup Internet connectivity, redundant power supply, including redundant UPS 
and backup diesel generators. An integral part of the Service are also the necessary 
drivers for receiving the User‘s equipment. Furthermore, GSM modems required for 
backup SMS routes and outgoing SMS notifications are also part of the Service (SIM 
cards for GSM modems are the property of the User). In the technical specification, 
the Provider shall supply the User with a list of IP addresses and TCP/UDP ports for 
device communication and the kernel communication service, to which the User‘s 
client consoles will be connected. 

  Service availability up to 99.9% (depending on the selected SLA)

  The data center meets TIER III certification

  The technology runs on the VMWare Vsphere 7 platform

  Backup with the latest version of VEEAM 11

  Redundant connectivity 1Gb/s

  Supervision of our technicians over the technology 24/7

  MS SQL DB

  Online support for ARC operators 24/7

  Unlimited number of objects in the DB

  Unlimited number of users and monitoring workstations

  Email / SMS notifications

  Control panels reception: over 30 drivers: JABLOTRON, EBS, GC-10, SIA IP 
DC-09, CID

  Video verification: IP camera, web cameras, video streaming (RTSP)

  Possibility to connect 3rd party radio / telephone / IP receivers


